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Melbourne's arcades are justly famous shopping precincts, 
but the Lasalle building in Sydney is conceived as a vertical 
shopping arcade, served by lifts, with at each floor a foyer 
from which the shops open like an oriental bazaar, but more 
sophisticated, with sliding doors and a unifying timber fascia 
for lettering. One of the commercial virtues of the arcade 
is the enticement of impulse purchasing given to the 
passer-by who in a weather protected and traffic segregated 
street can observe merchandise without the usual hazards of 
pavement shopping. In the street level foyer of the Lasalle 
building, closed circuit television advertises the wares of the 
shops above. Physical and visual communication, by lift 
and T.V., brings the shopper to the various shops with vir-
tually no walking distance to cover. It is a courageous 
concept and the interiors are so sumptuous, as befits a 
building devoted to women's boutiques, that it would be a 
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pity if it failed economically and had to be converted to 
an office block—an event which has cautiously been fore-
seen and can be readily accommodated within the design. 
Externally the building is a mellow blend of exposed aggre-
gate panels and Kalcolor aluminium curtain wall, whose 
strong vertical emphasis makes the building appear taller 
than it is. The apparently skittish location of the vertical 
panels—actually modulations of ducts and structure—give 
a certain lively and, dare one say feminine, arbitrariness 
to the elevations. A considerate neighbour in the street-
scape the Lasalle bldg continues the deep marble fascia of 
B.O.A.C. next door up to the corner, and after a resound-
ing inflexion, onwards. Internally the lushness sometimes 
degenerates to the merely chi-chi: gold patterned wall 
paper, timber ceilings and carpets compete with the mer-
chandise displays, and the necessary compromise of windows 
at the back of the shops (in case of conversion to offices) 
tends to destroy the interior street quality, throwing some 
displays into silhouette. The basement restaurant is well 
done but very masculine in this feminine environment. 
I Sydney artist John Olsen, taking Melbourne by storm with 
an exhibition of his ceiling pieces, paints with the joyous 
fury of a free and sensitive soul, but explained his work in 
an interview reported by The Age in words that sounded 
like an enfeebled interior decorator. The ceiling paintings, 
Olsen claimed, could offset the cold harsh lines of modern 
architecture; and were perhaps at their best when lit by a 
chandelier. Pop goes the easel? 

Afferbeck Lauder's homage to the vernacular: "Let Stalk 
Strine" (Ure Smith, 7/6) contains some cogent colloquial-
isms which will bring tears of recognition to all those con-
cerned with building. Particularly apt definitions given by 
Mr. Lauder are (i) "Gloria Soame: A spurban house of 
more than fourteen squares, containing fridge, telly, wart 
wall carps, pay-show, and a kiddies rumps room." (ii) 
"Terror Souse: One of a number of conjoined double or 
triple-storeyed dwellings found in older parts of some capital 
cities (Fissroy, Paddo, North Aid Delight, etc.). Antonym: 
Gloria Soame (q.v.)". Perhaps in the Australian subcon-
scious, the phoneticism of Terror Souse may account for the 
reluctant acceptance of this form of building as a solution 
to the problem of public housing. Two further examples 
which Mr. Lauder may like to include in future editions 
might be—Arty Tex: an individual who keeps company with 
the notorious Gloria Soame, and also acts as a protector 
for our Gloria Sarah Titch (q.v.). Smlomes Surface: Em-
ployed by Arty Tex to give assprad but poor families sooba-
dooba owzers at Soup-marked pryzes. 
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After running the gamut of well-worn cliches in some of the 
earlier additions to St. John's Hospital, Subiaco, W.A., ar-
chitects Henderson and Thompson have achieved notable 
success with the new residential quarters for 100 day-nurses. 
These premises were built at a cost of £202,000 and the 
main block comprises 437 squares, in r.c. construction, with 
non-load bearing brick walls. 
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Further evidence of lively development now going on in 
Fremantle, W.A., these new premises constitute the Civic 
Administration Hall—an Exhibition Building will be pro-
vided as a second stage in the rejuvenation of the City's 
municipal control centre. Hobbs, Winning & Leighton, 
archts. 
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Two Q'land houses designed by M. Hurst, archt, at Indoo-
roopilly (top photo) and Kenmore (lower photo), the latter 
referred as The Keep" by its nostalgic English clients. The 
picturesque "keep" with its vertical and romantic massing 
reminds one that the confessed harsh rationalism which 
leads to a Brutalist image is sometimes paralleled 
with a sentimental predilection for erstwhile medieval 
forms and spaces. The house at Indooroopilly has a gener-
ous sprawl but succeeds in creating introverted space. 
Satisfying designs, strongly detailed, they are alien forms in 
a tropical climate whose influence is usually presumed to 
suggest open plans, breezeways and sun shades. 

A confluence of the two streams of "brut" and "trad" seems 
to be attempted in the building shown above, the Adminis-
tration, Staff and Student Facilities Building, Moggill Farm 
(U of Q'land) designed by archt James Birrell. It is ele-
vated above ground, covered by a large shading roof, a 
perimeter sun screen, and encompassed in an austere 
structure-expressing form. 
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The Union College Hall of Residence, U of Q'land, also 
designed by James Birrell, has an architectural presence 
that even laymen sense, and has impressed students with 
its forthright integrity. Dark brown salt glazed bricks, off-
form concrete, direct diagrammatic construction lead to 
elevations that Q'land's "Design for Climate" school of 
architects have their doubts about. The interiors are serious 
and have academic overtones which are unique on the 
Q'land campus. The swing towards the North of the main 
block is successful and as this is only one third of the total 
scheme the serpentine form will be a well judged solution 
for the heavily wooded site. Windows are centre pivotted, 
double glazed, containing venetian blinds for sun shading on 
N.W. and S.E. elevations. Hoppers at a lower level act as 
secondary ventilation for the wet season. 

1 The Architecture Students Convention in Melbourne last 
month was so well organised, promoted, documented, at-
tended and publicised in the press as to put +heir elders' 
Fourteenth Architecturel Convention of the previous month 
to shame. Not content with merely one overseas guest, the 
students had three: Professor Albert Dietz of M.I.T. who 
spoke on designing with plastics; Mr. Patwant Singh, editor 
of the Indian magazine "Design" who addressed the students 
on the need for extremely low cost housing (i.e. about £30 
per house) in India and the desirability of an Australian 
architectural "peace corps" for Asian countries; and Mr. 
Eric Lyons, renowned for his low cost housing development 
schemes in the U.K. The following report on the Students' 
Convention was written by final year Melb. student Tamara 
Winikoff: 

If the Australian Architecture Students' Convention seemed 
to be an unqualified success it was perhaps because of the 
efficient organisation and the projection of a new image of 
the student as a well-behaved, seriously intentioned and in-
terested member of the community. The programme was the 
most ambitious ever tackled by the students, and in addition 
to the usual whirlwind of social activity, a well-constructed 
programme of technical lectures by experts in their fields 
was followed by chaired discussion periods on the subject 
of New Materials New Architecture, the convention theme. 
The discussions were thwarted, possibly by the fact that pre-
print papers arrived only on the mornings of the sessions, 
but they were almost without exception lacking in contro-
versy and vitality, being an exchange of fact not opinion. 
Criticism could be levelled at the super-efficiency of the 
itinerary of the international speakers, which allowed these 
eminent men, Professor Albert Dietz, Eric Lyons, and Patwant 
Singh, little time to mingle with the main body of dele-
gates. Also their lectures seemed on a rather naive level, 
considering the background training of the majority of the 
audience. We could have expected greater inspirational 
content and a more penetrating discussion of predictions 
for the future of architecture, rather than, in the case of 
the first two, a re-appraisal of present achievement. Mr. 
Singh's lecture was more provoking, being aimed more 
directly at a student audience, but fell down in the casual 
manner of its delivery and the somewhat nebulous theme. 
The response of the infer-state adjudicators was also disap-
pointing, since all of them performed their minimum duty, 
then vanished to a more sympathetic climate! 

4 "Scarab" is the Queensland Architectural Students Asso-
ciation magazine, first issue in May this year. Like most 
student publications the first issue is always promising, but 
Scarab leans more heavily +han most upon articles and notes 
contributed by practising and teaching architects—Stan 
Marquis-Kyle, Peter Newell, Bill Carr, John Dalton, John 
Dawson, Edwin Codd and Bruce Heather. Who, one wonders, 
is left to write for the second issue? 
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From New Zealand, a progress report (photo above) on the 
new Parliament Building, designed by Sir Basil Spence (see 
C-S No. 140) now quite firmly tagged the Beehive by the 
N.Z. press. There will be ten circular floors above a rect-
angular podium sheathed, to quote one newspaper "where 
appropriate" in marble veneer. The lower circular drum 
contains reception rooms and above five floors of Minis-
terial suites "diminishing in size in accordance with their 
functional requirements, will be surmounted by the Prime 
Minister's suite and the Cabinet Room". Form follows pres-
tige. "The building will be surmounted by an observation 
platform". No room at the top? 
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A less unusual gland bldg than those shown in this issue 
of C-S by archts Hurst and Birrell is this school building for 
Loreto Convent. Accommodation: 7 classrooms, 2 science 
labs, dom. science, tuck shop, locker room, and open ground 
floor area. Jiri Svoboda, archt; R. J. McWilliam & Partners, 
engrs; Civil & Civic Pty. Ltd, bldrs. Cost £96,000. 
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Architects Kran+z and Sheldon have produced this 9-storey 
block of 47 single-bedroom furnished flats (4 squares each 
flat), on a site close to the Narrows Bridge Perth. The rate 
at which tenancies were taken up is an indication of the 
advantages of the site, and perhaps the merits of the ac-
commodation. Had the promoters been less enlightened, 
this might well have been just another end-on block; earlier 
development in the same street has shown an abundance 
of this. As it was, the adjoining corner block was acquired, 
many of the existing trees preserved, and some skilful land-
scaping has produced a delightful precinct. 
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Amongst many of the overdesigned and clamorous prestige 
office buildings popping up all over Sydney, the N.R.M.A. 
Head Office in Clarendon Street, is a conspicuously bland 
antidote, marred only by a haughty scale at street level 
and the ungraciously formed initial letters. Construction: 
steel frame, cols concrete encased, beams sprayed with as-
bestos fibre. Cols at 24 ft. centres. Module 4 ft. Air cond.: 
dual duct, four zones — North, South, East and Central. East 
facade (street) faced with Roman marble. Lashings of 
marble in the entrance foyer and left lobbies — polished 
Italian Lido marble, brown and white patterned and Italian 
Serpeggiante marble tiles. Stephenson & Turner, archts. 
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In Doncaster, Vic, this house is elevated for views and to 
obtain storage for cars and a boat workshop. The ceiling 
follows the roof line of opposed skillions (which meet in an 
ungainly detail) and the floor changes level to give some 
intriguing internal spaces. Western Red Cedar weather-
boards and joinery is being allowed to weather naturally 
and blend with the sandstone colour of the concrete block 
to soften the abrupt massing of the house. Brine Wierz-
bowski Associates archts (Judith Brine Partner-in-charge); 
N. Mikkelsen, bldr. 
If The Melbourne Division of the Australian Planning In-
stitute has produced the first issue of an intended bi-monthly 
bulletin called "Prospect", and is appealing for a back-page 
advertiser to support future publication. Enquiries from in-
terested sponsors will be answered with enthusiasm by 
either of the editors, John Steven (tel. 51-7952) or Grahame 
Shaw (tel. 60-051 I ). The programme for the next five issues 
is to deal with one major subject in turn viz: Victorian 
Planning, Traffic Shopping Centres, Redevelopment — Melb. 
Central Area, Housing and New Towns. 
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If you have to ban 
stiletto heels, 

It isn't Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos. 

Let's face it. Shoe Fashions haven't changed. 
Stiletto heels are still in. 

Which is a very good reason for the installation of 
Vinyl Asbestos Tiles. 

They resist stiletto attacks like no other floor. 
And as the colour goes right through the tile, 

they never look as though they're wearing. Just beautiful. 
Another very good reason for Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Tiles 

is the way they resist dampness. 
Normal rising moisture just isn't a problem. 

No wonder more than 80 per cent of the smooth surface tiles 
made in America contain asbestos. 

Take the best way out. Use Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Tiles. 
They make floors last. Anywhere. Homes, hospitals, 

offices, factories. 

96 Flinders Street, Melbourne 630371. 
27-33 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney 2 0969. 

Centenary Place, Brisbane 310271 
424 Murray Street, Perth 218141. 

131-133 Pirie Street, Adelaide 232611. 
27 Argyle Street, Hoba rt 3 3515. 
18 Paterson Street, Launceston 22067. 
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